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In many living phenomena, the behavior of social animals (such as ants, �sh stocks, and birds) has attracted great attention, and
many theories andmodels have emerged to simulate the behavior of biological communities.�ese studies are important in theory
and practice and have wide application potential in optimization methods and product design, which leads to the so-called cluster
intelligence. Development of the 3D animation system can be closely combined with cluster intelligence, and the full application of
cluster intelligence is conducive to continuously improve the stability of animation system design, for animation system design to
bring continuous design inspiration. �e purpose of the development platform is to promote the development of enterprise
projects, record each stage of the animation process in 3D, form a complete industrial chain, ensure the traceability and resilience
of the whole process, and provide a comprehensive and e�ective solution for 3D animation production.

1. Introduction

With the development of life science, the research on the
nature and phenomenon of life is not only limited to bi-
ology, but also extended to multidisciplinary �elds such as
mathematics and physics [1]. With the rapid development
of information and communication technology, re-
searchers began to develop mathematical models and
simulate and analyze various life forms. Finally, a large
number of arti�cial biological behavior systems were
established on the basis of various life forms [2]. In recent
years, many phenomena in life, such as the group behavior
of social animals such as ants, �sh stocks, and birds, have
attracted great attention, and many theories and models
have emerged to simulate the behavior of biological
communities. �is is the most important mechanism of
collective intelligence and self-organization [3]. A study of
collective intelligence self-organization helps us to design
methods to solve distribution problems and 3D animation
systems [4]. In order to better apply collective wisdom
theory to the 3D animation system, it is necessary to use
individual and collective intelligence system patterns to
study cluster stability and intelligent behavior mechanisms

[5]. �eories related to collective wisdom and applied
technology are important in theory and practice and have
wide application potential in optimizing methods and
designing distributed intelligent systems.

During the 3D animation production process, many
business data and media resource �les are produced, which
are the pillars of enterprise development, and sound and
e�ective regulatory data are the cornerstone of enterprise
development [6]. �e current method of corporate data
storage takes di�erent forms. By analyzing its own oper-
ation reasonably and selecting appropriate storage, it can
lay a good foundation for the development of the repository
[7]. �e proliferation of formal and semiregular data makes
information storage an obstacle to development. In the 3D
animation industry, the choice of appropriate cloud storage
services has become an option for enterprises to obtain data
at anytime and anywhere, saving local storage costs, re-
gardless of maintenance matters, the lack of personnel in
the production process due to data confusion, the speed of
the industry is limited, the ratio between sta� and tasks is
very low, it is di�cult for system managers to obtain in-
formation project progress, and the distribution of sta� and
workers only partially understand the tasks they undertake
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and the tasks they accomplish [8]. $e purpose of the
development platform is to promote the development of
enterprise projects, to record each stage of the animation
process in 3D, to form a complete industrial chain, to
achieve traceability and resilience of the whole process, and
to provide a comprehensive solution, and also in 3D an-
imation production efficiency [9].

2. Related Work

On cluster intelligence research, the literature proposed
cluster intelligence models to solve such problems, known
as AER models, which introduce the concept of collective
intelligence into traditional problems of traditional artifi-
cial intelligence and solve problems of N queen, dyeing
problems [10]. $e literature has done a lot of work in
analyzing the salient features of space systems. $e report
states that group behavior is revealed only when the
number of individuals exceeds a certain value [11]. $e
evolution neural network is used to control the robot’s
behavior. and the influence of robot parameters is analyzed.
$e literature finally concludes that the system is at the edge
of confusion when the panel has the highest success rate
within the mission area. $e mission made an important
assumption that changes, or connections might be more
inclined to the venue in the course of evolution; that is, the
resulting changes were not entirely random and were often
more likely to be mutated [12].

As for the design of the animation system, with the
development of related cultural industries in China, the
demand for 3D media animation products is increasing,
thus developing cooperative management software for
many animation products [13]. Further development of
animation industry at home and abroad, its characteristic is
to fully apply animation production software.$e literature
shows that unlike the way hard disks store data, cloud
storage is an area of interest to all because of its unique
advantages, and cloud storage capacity can be expanded at
any time as user needs change and income levels change
[14]. As noted the literature, cloud storage is Internet-based
and contains vast amounts of information about storage,
which is a simple extension capability for unified data
management to facilitate resource sharing [15]. $e system
allows to connect animation production, and the literature
shows that due to the lack of technical information and the
literature, the actual development process takes more time,
which enables the transfer of resources as the process
progresses and promotes development and production
[16]. At the same time, due to the understanding of in-
dustry in a specific development process, there is no
complete control program found in the whole animation
production process. $is has produced a lot of back and
forth, the literature pointed out that blue sea creative cloud,
which has rich experience in animation production, works
in five main areas, namely, project portfolio, initial incu-
bator, online collaboration, and promotion of farms and
media, and it can be seen as a new development prospect as
domestic industry [17].

3. Stability Analysis of Cluster Intelligent
System Based on Individual Model

3.1. Group Self-Aggregation Analysis in Complex Dynamic
Environment. In order to facilitate the analysis, a simple
condensation system is proposed to analyze the self-ag-
gregation of the population, which can provide a motion
control equation for everyone:
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Convergence requires interaction between the organi-
zations of the joint system, and the simplest way to ensure
that they can be clustered is to introduce interindividual
gravity. Similarly, in order to avoid collision with others,
when they approach a certain distance, they must keep a
distance from the other party, so it is necessary to cross-
examine between the two parties. Linear gravity and pen-
etration are defined as
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According to the environmental profile information, the
gradient information of the environmental change at the
location y can be obtained. Gradient field is shown in
Figure 1:
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Figure 1: Gradient field.
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$e movement of an individual is directed towards the
negative gradient force of the gravitational field, the re-
pulsion field, and the environmental field, so there is
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To sum up, it is possible to
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Assuming that the position of the target point is con-
stant, the time derivative can be obtained:
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When the individual i observation center is above the R
position, the center position moves to the center of the
destination until the vector area is R. At this time, everyone
is in their respective observation area, and the whole group is
close to the target site.

Information about a single environmental gradient is
biased. Formula (4) should read:
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In a dynamic and quiet environment, the movement of
the target in the system reaches the following limit: the target
direction changes randomly, but the speed does not exceed
1. $e experimental results show that although individuals
were initially dispersed, they were increasingly close to the
target. $e Group’s objectives and course of action dem-
onstrate that wherever it arrives, the Group has reason to
operate in the Joint Control Area Centre. when the target
position is constant, more chaotic shifts are generated, which
is mainly due to the stable buffering effect in the previous
theorem.

With local perception, individuals gather together
through gravity and can move. Attraction is used to balance
the rise of gravity, so that a group of people do not get too
close, and information about environmental gradients en-
ables the group to move to a target and gather in the field.
Individuals are able to take advantage of changes in time and

environment, which in turn leads to effective accumulation.
Experimental results show that the increase of gravity be-
tween people reduces the scope of group convergence,
speeds up its speed, and strengthens the impact of part-
nerships. Enhanced tensile strength increases the intersec-
tion of groups and reduces their opportunities for
cooperation. In low-noise environments, people in groups
can easily identify other individuals and, ultimately, con-
verge targets in a particular community in the region.
However, depending on the intensity of the noise, the final
distribution patterns of individuals within the community
may also change, which are formed according to the external
characteristics of the organization. $e target group can
adapt to the change of environment quickly and enter the
target area, which indicates that the interaction between
individual and environment in the collective intelligence
system can improve the adaptability of the group.

3.2. Individual Model of Ring Classification and Stability
Analysis. $e motion of each object can be regarded as
individual motion. Accordingly, according to the previous
assumptions, the i of objects in type I have the following
equations of motion in the course of being transported:
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Here are the following forms:
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$ere will be the following equations of motion during
handling:
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$e terms of gravity and repulsion of type I objects to
type II objects are defined as follows:
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According to formula (11),
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Formula (13) is replaced by formula (14):
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For the Lyapunov function of the system, V of calcu-
lation12, the time derivative can be obtained:
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Since the repulsion in formula (13) is bounded, it can be
obtained:
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$e increase of gravity between two types of objects will
make the structure of the ring more compact. $e resistance
of the first type of object to the second type of object in-
creases, and the resistance of the second type of object to the
ring structure increases, which will increase the repulsion of
space. $e above analysis provides an analytical model for
the classification of two types of objects, which can be ex-
tended to ring classification, and other types of classification.

3.3. Self-OrganizingFactors ofCluster Intelligent Systemunder
Individual Model. $e two different patterns in this chapter
show that although the patterns of interaction between in-
dividuals are similar, there are final structures or patterns.
$erefore, in the intelligence system of the group, the for-
mation of different modes does not necessarily need to change
the way of individual interaction but only needs to adjust the
noise intensity of some parameters. $e increase of gravity
intensity can produce different forms of system behavior. $e
interaction between individuals affects the final results of the
intelligence system, and the positive and negative factors of
collective system feedback are balanced, affecting the per-
formance of the system and the level of the system group self-
service model. If the tensile strength changes, the affinity
between individuals of a population may also vary. It can be
said that feedback helps collaboration, and negative feedback
hinders collaboration between groups to some extent.
$erefore, the individual model introduces the basic elements
of the organization system, converts the individual motion
equation into the group-driven model-based dynamics 3D
animation equation; theoretically, it allows to control the
motion of animation groups over 3D. When the gravity and
penetration balance of the model, 3D animation can be re-
alized and controlled.

$e analysis of a cluster-based single intelligent system
model shows that the interaction between individuals not
only affects the system but also affects the environment. In
the field of intelligent control, the interaction between
people and the hidden communication framework can be

direct or indirect. However, regardless of the interactive
approach, the rules governing individuals within groups are
simple and uniform.

Self-regulation can be regarded as the basis of collective
cooperation and the simplest prototype of the intelligent
cluster algorithm. In data analysis, clusters can be based on
the behavior of ants as “corpse clustering,” and a single
model can be used. Finally, self-regulation and information
on environmental gradients can be used as models to in-
fluence group location, and classification phenomena can
produce expected results by enhancing interaction between
different target groups.

4. Design of 3D Animation Cluster System
Based on Artificial Intelligence and
Machine Learning

In the process of system design, there should be certain
system design objectives and system design principles, which
is the root cause of system design as a whole. $e system
design principles and objectives should reflect differences
and particularity, whichmust be generally applicable tomost
personnel management. For the system design of 3D ani-
mation products, we must reflect a high degree of flexibility,
which should be reflected not only in the flexibility of task
allocation, but also in the flexibility of personnel flow.
Constantly enrich and develop the system to provide a solid
foundation for animation product development. 3D ani-
mation design is shown in Figure 2.

4.1. System Design Objectives and Principles. $e system
should be designed to take into account its universality and
its differences and specificities so that the whole system can
form a single system.

First, the objectives of the system need to be clearly
defined, which is the starting point of the design. $e whole
system needs to effectively integrate the storage, personnel
management, capability control, and other units of media
resources. All these should be supported by the media
product production process, consistent with the business
process, and complete the entire system of production
products. $e resource storage module provides the most
basic requirements in the media production process and
ensures that members of any group can quickly understand
how to use the system.

Among them, personnel management, including mis-
sion management, is universal, and the users of the system
have not yet adopted the new concept, but some adjustments
have been made to the control unit of the Authority in the
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light of the specific characteristics of the Authority. $e
degree of control over rights varies from the project team to
the core members of the project team. $e purpose of the
design is to take into account the differences in the pro-
duction process, such as 3D animation products, and to
allow system administrators to adjust according to the

specific conditions they face in producing 3D animation
products. Product specifically achieved consistency and
diversity, and special attention should be paid to the flexi-
bility of the system for review.$e system is readily available
to project managers to enable them to reallocate tasks and
staff in line with the development of the project, increase

Figure 2: 3D animation design.

MyBatis
Framework data
persistence level

Spring framework
(business processing level)

Spring MVC (foreground
and background
interaction level)

VUE.JS (frontend
page frame)

ORM tools C3p0 database JDBC
connection

Face to face Dependency
injection

Servlet/Filter
controller MVC mode JavaBean

MVVM mode Bidirectional
data binding Progressive Simulating

DOM

Figure 3: Technical framework of the system.
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Browser Website Client Client application

Request authentication
authorization module

Data transmission
module

Authority management
module

Data tracking and
recording

Project management
module

User management
module

Distributed storage system (fastdfs)

Node 1 Node 2 Node n……

Database

System platform

Figure 5: Logical structure of the system.

Table 1: Login registration function test table.

Test function Test operation Test data Test results
Mail delivery Enter the address of the message to be sent, and click send Address of receiving mail Mail received successfully

System
registration

Enter the registered enterprise name, password, confirmation
password and verification code information related content,

click registration
Testing enterprises Successful registration,

relevant data in the database

System login Enter username and password click login $e test data are just
registered information

Login successfully, enter the
system

Distributed storage system

Linux system platform

(D)

Storage Server Tracker Server

(A) (B)

(C)

Figure 4: System deployment architecture diagram: (a) a secondary management service provided on behalf of a development system, (b)
which provides interface services from outside the storage system distributed on the system platform, (c) which uses FASDF as distributed
files; it is primarily responsible for the storage of animation resource files. (d) MySQL contains master file information, Mongodb.LaMysQL
the database contains user information, rights information, group information, and mission information and mission-related changes.
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flexibility in project support business processes, and facili-
tate staff mobility.

Finally, special attention should be paid to the ex-
pansion and transplantation of the system, in particular the
standardization and rationalization of the interface

provided through investment policy reviews. Using Tomcat
JBOS in servers that support the current relational database
(main database), the system can be installed, so that the
system can fully support the development and production
of 3D of animation products and establish a mature system

Table 2: Project module test table.

Test function Test operation Test data Test results

Item query Enter the keyword information for the query item
and click on the query Enter “Xin Qiji”

$e results showed that all
the projects related to Xin

Qiji

Project creation Click the Project Create button to fill in the
project information

Project name “A”, project structure “A
structure” Project creation success

Project freeze Select the item and click the freeze button A “project “A” projects frozen
successfully

Project archiving Select the item and click the archive button A “project “A” project archiving
success

Project structure
Go to the project structure page, create a new
directory hierarchy, and then complete the
process steps with the project structure

No Successful project
structure

Project process
definition

Go to the project process page, click the add
process button, add steps according to the specific

circumstances of the project

$e steps in the added process are
“model,” “light,”,” map,” “bind ,”

composition, “animation”

Successful project process
creation

Project process
modification

Go to the project process page and select the
process to be modified Add the “special case” step Successful project process

modification

Table 3: Personnel management module test table.

Test function Test operation Test data Test results

Increase in
membership

Click the add person button,
fill in the person information, click the

finish button
Name+ password Personnel addition success

Membership
enquiries

Enter the query data and click
the query button Input “Zhang” Show the person

associated with Zhang

Add groups Click add group button, fill in
group information, click finish button

Group Name “A Group” Group
Profile Add group success

Groups add
members

Select the group, click the add
button, and select the member to add

Choose Group “A”,
Select Members”

Members were successfully added
to groups

Group queries Enter group page, enter group
information, click query Enter “A” Check out all a project information

Table 4: Competence management and storage module test table.

Test function Test operation Test data Test results

Personal
authority Freeze or activate personal authority Zhang San

Cannot access the repository
after freezing, can continue to

access after activation

Group
permissions Freeze or excite group permissions “A groups”

All members of the frozen
group cannot be accessed after

activation

Permission
validation

userid and usersecrt access code obtained
through URL request, (3) use code to get

access accessToken to get access

userid� “599 d99e948df5e2223239065”
usersscretuserid� ”ujliaHzfltcJg”

Successful code and access
token accessToken, and access

to relevant data

Resource
upload

$e upload of the resource is not
completed by code verification, and the

terminal continues to upload
Upload pictures Upload success

Breakpoint
continuation Code run validation Upload pictures Upload success

Resources
download Test operation Download Picture Download success

8 Computational Intelligence and Neuroscience



that takes into account universality and difference. Tech-
nical framework of the system is shown in Figure 3 for
details.

4.2. System Deployment Architecture Design. Subparagraphs
(A) and (B) are at the core of the cloud storage platform
and require the responsibility and interaction of the da-
tabase to store the information needed to access the

archives, as well as the core and interactive functions of the
distributed storage system, which are installed in the Linux
system.

Figure 4 shows the deployment structure of the system
components.

Figure 5 shows the logical structure of the system. When
users use it, they first request verification module interac-
tion, then complete the authentication of the license, and
then continue to use other systems.

Table 5: Test table for the task management module.

Test function Test operation Test data Test results

Examination
and verification

Go to the task page and select the task
tab to be assigned, (2) select the task
name, then you can view the content if

(3) meet the criteria click pass
otherwise click reject

Task name� “A model” through task Success

Rejected tasks
(1) Go to the task page and select

rejected task, (2) view the reason for
the rejected task

Task name� “A Model” Task loading changed to
rejection

Create tasks

(1) Enter the task interface, click create
task button, (2) pop up the dialog box

about task creation to fill in the
relevant content about task, (3) after

filling in, click OK

Task name� “A Model”,

$e task was created
successfully and the
information was fully

consistent with the test data

Task
redistribution

After (1) task creation is successful,
click modify task, (2) reselect the task

executor
Task sequence� “A sequence” Mandate reassigned

Mandate
submission

(1) To the task page, select the page to
submit, (2) upload the resources to be

submitted, click finish the task

Whether to expand personnel� existing
personnel,” “task phase� ” model,” operating
software� “Maya2016”, deadline� “2020-4-27”

Resource upload success, task
status changed to completed

pending review

Task sequence
creation

(1) Into the task assignment module
task sequence function, (2) click create
task sequence, (3) fill in task sequence

information and click finish

Task name� “A model” Task sequence creation
successfully

Table 6: Statistical analysis module test table.

Test function Test operation Test data Test results

Project perspective
statistical mission

(1) Go to the single task statistics page,
click the project angle statistics tab page,
(2) select the start date, select the end

date, and select the project

Start date� 2019-05-01 end
date� 2019-12-10 select item� “A”

Successfully display information on
the number of tasks of A items in the

selected time period

Statistical missions
from a personnel
perspective

(1) Go to the single task statistics page,
click task angle statistics tab page, (2)
select the start date, select the end date,
and select the person who needs to

count

Start date� “2019-05-01”, end
date� “2019-12-10”

personnel� “Zhang San”

Successful display of information on
the number of tasks related to Zhang
San in the selected time period

Task sequence-
based statistics

(1) Go to the single task statistics page,
click the task angle statistics tab page,
(2) select the start date, select the end
date, and select the required statistics

task sequences

Start date� “2019-05-01” end
date� “2019-12-10” select task

sequence� “A sequence”

Accurate display of the number of
tasks contained in the selected

sequence of tasks within the selected
time period

Project perspective
statistical task
sequence

(1) Selection of tasks under statistical
analysis sequence statistics function,
enter about statistics of the task

sequence tab page, (2) select the start
and end times, and select the animation

project

Project� ” A “start date� “2019-05-
01 end date “2019-12-10”

Accurate display of all task
sequences under the project at

different times

Computational Intelligence and Neuroscience 9



4.3. System Functional Architecture Design. $e 3D anima-
tion production collaborative management system mainly
includes data storage and access, data tracking and recording
module, verification application module, personnel project
management, work assignment control, and work analysis
statistics.

$e whole system platform can be divided into two parts,
one of which is dedicated to system management, including
project management, member management, group man-
agement, powermanagement, and system statistical analysis.
Part of the investment policy review service provided outside
the system helps third-party access, including information
on interfaces such as authentication, loading of animation
files, downloading of drawings, access to historical files, and
establishment of animation project structure directory.

4.4. System Testing. $e following is an overall test of the
model, reflecting the feasibility and challenge evidence of the
system. $e test contents include system recording, infor-
mation function of system management, system project
management, system staff management, control data of
system authority, task assignment, analysis, and presentation
unit, by testing each function in the function unit, the
purpose is to cover all situations, so that all functions can be
fully and detailed tested in Table 1, and the registration
module must be tested before the system is used.

$e test of the related functions of system animation
project management is shown in Table 2.

$e related functions of the system personnel man-
agement module are shown in Table 3.

$e specific test of system rights management and
storage functions is shown in Table 4.

$e test of the related functions of the system task
management module is shown in Table 5.

$e test of the related functions of the data statistical
analysis module of the system is shown in Table 6.

5. Conclusion

With the progress of science and technology and the rapid
development of biology, people establish a large number of
biological population models and theories through the ob-
servation of many populations. $e model and theory of this
biological group have gradually developed to produce cluster
intelligence. $rough the study of cluster intelligence, people
further explore the nature of life, to deeply study the causes of
various life phenomena, biology and physics, chemistry, and
other disciplines are closely linked, promoting the integration
of disciplines. At the same time, the study of life behavior
provides reference for the development of modern society.
Development of the 3D animation system can be closely
combined with cluster intelligence, and the full application of
cluster intelligence is conducive to continuously improve the
stability of animation system design, for animation system
design to bring continuous design inspiration.

Cluster wisdom originates from the characteristics of
micro and unpredictable intelligent behavior displayed by
individuals at the macro level through simple interaction.

Individuals in the system can only realize complex behavior
patterns and display collective wisdom through simple in-
teraction. Compared with the interaction of other individ-
uals and environments, local collective wisdom emphasizes
the influence of “learning” on individual behavior, which
adapts to the environment in collective intelligence systems
by collecting and processing information. Each individual is
not a separate substitute, but with the development of in-
formation technology, the demand for media products is
greatly increased. $is paper mainly puts forward a new
method to adapt or solve many difficulties in producing a
large number of animation resources products, because the
production of these products requires a lot of time and
energy. $is method has not contributed much to the de-
velopment of 3D national animation products, and it is
expected that China will produce more high-quality ani-
mation products.
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